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About

(/university/colleges/les/research-gallery/emmanouil-tranos.aspx) Dr Emmanouil Tranos is an economic geographer focusing primarily on digital geographies. He has

published on issues related with the spatiality of the Internet infrastructure, the economic impacts that this infrastructure can generate on space and the position of
cities within spatial, complex networks. His research in this area led to a monograph on “The Geography of the Internet: cities, regions and Internet infrastructure”.
Recently, he has been focusing on the use of big data of high spatio-temporal resolution (e.g. mobile phone data) in urban and regional analysis. Regarding
research methods, his work combines econometric methods and spatial analysis with tools and concepts from network theory.

Qualifications
PhD Newcastle University, 2010
MA in Regional Development, Newcastle University, 2006
MSc in Planning and Regional Development, University of Thessaly, 2004

Biography

Dr Emmanouil Tranos obtained his first degree in Planning and Regional Development from the University of Thessaly in Greece. After working as a consultant for a year, he
moved to Newcastle, UK where he completed an MA in Regional Development and a PhD on the Geography of the Internet Infrastructure. After working for one year as a
postdoc at the School of Engineering in Newcastle, he moved to The Netherlands, where he worked for three years as a researcher for the Department of Spatial Economics at
VU Amsterdam. He is now a Lecturer in Human Geography at the University of Birmingham.

Teaching
URS201: The Urban and Regional Economy
GGM105: First Year tutorials
GGM354: Network Geographies

Postgraduate supervision
Dr Emmanouil Tranos welcomes PhD students in areas related with:
Digital geographies
Cities, regions and spatial networks
Urban and regional analysis using big data

Research
SSRN page: http://ssrn.com/author=1666192 (http://ssrn.com/author=1666192)
Research interests
Digital economy and the digital infrastructure
The digital infrastructure including hubs and fibre optic links is the backbone of the digital economy. Despite the common perception of a black box and a unified system, the
digital infrastructure is embedded in places. It is unequally distributed across cities both reflecting past and current spatial development patterns, but also affecting economic
development. Dr Emmanouil Tranos’ research sheds light on these questions by exploring the spatiality of this infrastructure and also quantifying the impacts that this
infrastructure can generate.
Urban systems and spatial networks
The increased urban interdependencies result in myriads networks, which underpin urban systems. Such networks are of various different forms: from transportation networks
to social virtual networks and from scientific links to digital networks. Common characteristics of these networks are their structural characteristics and signatures as well as
their embeddedness in place and space. Dr Emmanouil Tranos’ research sheds light to the geography, the typology and the attributes of different spatial networks.
Urban and regional analysis using big data

The immense penetration of Information and Communication Technologies, apart from various economic opportunities and radical changes in our everyday lives, has also
resulted in the creation of a huge pool of big digital data capturing almost every aspect of human activity. Such data might also create opportunities in urban and regional
analysis as it enables the study of human dynamics at a very precise spatial and temporal resolution. Various mapping applications of such data have gained publicity over the
past 5-10 years. However, we are now reaching a critical point as we need to understand how this type of data can result in new knowledge on the way cities and regions

function.
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Publications in edited volumes and other publications
Tranos, E., Steenbruggen, J. & Nijkamp, P. (2014) Mobile Phone Data and Urban Analysis: An Exploratory Space–Time Study. In J. C. Thill (Eds.), Spatial Analysis and
Location Modeling in Urban and Regional Systems: Springer, forthcoming.
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